Crossover team member nominated for
Rising Star of the Year category at 2019 AV
Awards
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?Super? Mario Co, AV Installer and Logistics Operative at London-based AV consultancy firm Crossover has been shortlisted in the
Rising Star of the Year category at this year?s AV Awards.
PR9.NET August 15, 2019 - London, UK - The AV Awards are renowned as one of the most established and respected awards
schemes in the audiovisual industry. Hosting over 1,400 industry representatives at Battersea Evolution in London this October, the
2019 Awards will celebrate notable achievements from the AV sector in the last twelve months. The scheme relies on a rigorous
judging process undertaken by big names in AV, plus input from dozens of management professionals and AV end users from some
of the world?s most recognisable brands.

Mario Co - a relatively new addition to the Crossover team - has been shortlisted for an award in the Rising Star of the Year category,
which recognises young or emerging professionals who have made a standout contribution to the performance of their company.

Mario has quickly risen to become one of Crossover?s star installers, thanks in part to his impeccable work ethic, his unwaveringly
positive attitude and his excellent eye for detail. In just over a year of employment, Mario?s work has had a profound impact on the
business and, and he himself has received exceptional feedback from much of Crossover?s client base.

Mario has also thrown himself into self-study to ensure he has the knowledge and information to progress in his chosen field. He is
set to complete his CTS qualification later in the year, and is actively learning AutoCAD and practicing elements of project engineering
as he works towards his goal of becoming an AV project manager.

Mario?s recent nomination has come as no surprise to Crossover company director David Sacks, who recognised the potential in his
Portugal-born prodigy from the moment he arrived for interview in May 2018.

?Mario had received a glowing reference from his previous employer, so we were already confident that he had the right attitude for
the role of Logistics Operative,? David explains.

?We thought he was going to be a great addition to the team. However, given that Mario had no previous experience in AV, we have
been taken aback by the speed at which he has progressed within the company, and we?ve been thoroughly impressed by his
newfound aptitude for our industry.?

David is certain that Mario?s work has been instrumental in the success of many recent, high-profile projects.

?Mario has made an instant impact on the logistics side of our business, with his organizational skills and ability to quickly negotiate
the busy streets of London making a big difference for the engineers on site. It?s not only his day-to-day hard work and immaculate
organisation that has massively helped the efficiency of Crossover?s installation work, but also that he has come up with and
implemented ideas to improve our storage facility and better manage our stock control processes.?

More information on Mario?s role within the business can be found here: https://www.crossover-av.com/news-and-views/news-andviews/super-mario-shortlisted-rising-star-year-av-awards/
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